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Arriving from a small town, a young woman looks up the only

person she knows in Vancouver, and learns she is doing very

well as a full-time dominatrix. Thinking it is a route she herself

can exploit for some fast cash, she selects a potential client, only

to find he is being pursued by three very bad men, who will stop

at nothing to retrieve a large sum of money they believe he has

stolen from them. The young woman suddenly finds herself both

in the middle and in the way.

SYNOPSIS

Late one night, from a roadside convenience store where she works, Alberta (Leelee Sobieski)
escapes an abusive relationship - and the small town of Coledale - by hiding on a bus passing through
and taking it wherever it is going. The destination, it turns out, is Vancouver, where Alberta only knows
one person – Celene (Tricia Helfer), a woman who used to babysit her  when she was younger.

Although Celene is not overjoyed to have Alberta unexpectedly drop in on her, she agrees to let her
stay until she can get back on her feet.

A job at a local supermarket is a start, but it pays nowhere what Celene pulls in as a full-time dominatrix
- three hundred dollars an hour - not a bad wage, thinks Alberta. She is one small step away from
impersonating her roommate and she is pretty sure she should be able to pull it off. She can be bossy
while wearing leather—she could even wield a whip for these weirdoes. How hard could it be?

Only the first and only customer she arranges to meet, Paul (Jacob Tierney), isn’t all that weird actually.
He’s young and attractive. Okay, he wants a bit of discipline in his life, but what’s so wrong with that?
The two hit it off when Alberta bosses him around over coffee at a local food court and it isn’t long
before they find themselves back at Paul’s place, enjoying their strange, sexually charged role-play.

Unfortunately, they don’t count on being interrupted by Rene (Lothaire Bluteau), and brothers Aaron
(Michael Eklund) and Isaac (Michael Adamthwaite), a trio of criminals who have travelled clear across
the country in search of Paul. They aren’t leaving until Paul hands over the half million dollars Rene is
convinced he stole from him. When Paul refuses to fess up to the theft, the men resort to what they do
best - painful physical intimidation.

Alberta, no longer in charge, suddenly finds herself unnoticed as the men focus their attention on Paul.
She escapes to Celene’s home, leaving an unconscious and bloody Paul behind. She also believes the
trio of thugs has no way to locate her.

But the following day Rene tracks Alberta to Celene’s house, convinced that she must have their
money. When Celene arrives, she too is pulled into Alberta’s dangerous mess. Only Celene’s self-
defence skills and Alberta’s adrenaline-powered panic allow them to overpower Rene.

With Rene securely fastened to a bondage chair, the girls pause long enough to wonder what to do
next.  Alberta wants to go back to Paul’s, naively hoping to rescue him. But Celene, ever pragmatic, will
hear none of it. That changes when Alberta tells her that Paul might hold the key to a very large chunk
of change.

The unlikely pair devises a convoluted plan to separate the brothers, just long enough to somehow
rescue Paul and take their share of the money.

But things rarely go as planned…

Struggling to dominate the situation and control their fate, Alberta and Celene find themselves mired
deeper in danger with each mis-step. When Celene is caught and held captive by the brothers, Alberta,
with the help of Celene’s personal slave Spencer (Ross McMillan), must discover the courage to make
the most difficult choice of her life.

###
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………….……………………………..…………………………………….………….... DANIEL SKENE
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WALK ALL OVER ME  -  ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

The script for “Walk All Over Me” began as an idea the film’s director and co-writer, Robert Cuffley,

came up with a few years ago. “I was intrigued with the thought of a woman meeting someone who

was a dominatrix and making the mistake that she could just take on the role in order to escape a

cash crunch she was in. I also liked giving the protagonist the name of Alberta – originally I had

entitled the script “Alberta Bound” – and so basically the concept came to me quite quickly. I wrote

a draft and ran it past Jason.”

Jason Long is a Calgary playwright and author and together Cuffley and he had scripted “Turning

Paige,” Cuffley’s first feature film, which received four Genie Nominations in 2002.

 “I read Robert’s first draft and I liked it,” says Long. “I recall it was more of an intimate love story,

with the characters of Alberta and Paul playing throughout. Robert wanted something added to give

it a bit more sizzle, so I said, “Toss in some thugs and a big bag of money.” We ran with it and it

gained some of the thriller aspects. Then after a couple of drafts the scenes began gaining subtle,

humorous elements.”

 

For Leelee Sobieski, who plays Alberta, the script won her over upon first reading it. “I found the

script for Walk All Over Me to be incredibly refreshing and it charmed me the second I buried my

nose in its pages. There was something about the slightly off skew humour and bizarre but

believable situations meshing themselves together that excited me, and I instantly fell in love with

Alberta.”

Tricia Helfer, who plays Celene, the dominatrix Alberta drops in to see unexpectedly, also found

the script intriguing, but had some reservations because she had never met Cuffley. “When I first

read “Walk All Over Me” I was drawn to it but had questions, and these were all going to be

answered by the director’s vision of how the film should look and feel. This script had the potential

to become quite farcical in parts and I wasn’t sure that would work. Fortunately Robert alleviated

my concerns when we spoke and I learned his thoughts about the tone of the movie he wanted to

achieve.”

One of the interesting aspects of Walk All Over Me is the presence of two strong female leads,

something you do not tend to see a lot in the cinema. “Our first script, “Turning Paige,” also had a

female as the lead character,” says Cuffley, adding, “I think that women are vastly more interesting

than men. It was a no-brainer to write these stories about women.”

For Tricia Helfer, playing a strong female role is nothing new, as she has in past productions and

as she does in Battlestar Gallactica, where she portrays ‘Number Six.’ “A lot of women complain

about a lack of good roles but the writing was so strong in “Walk All Over Me.” Additionally it also

gave me the chance to do play opposite a female, which is not a type of role I usually get.”

The chemistry between the two leads was something that was going to have to click in order for

“Walk All Over Me” to work. Director Cuffley said there it was evident almost from the time Sobieski

and Helfer met each other.

“Leelee was jazzed about Tricia and she had bought a bunch of “Battlestar Gallactica” DVDs so

she could see who she was playing against in our film,” Cuffley recalls. “Neither actress was that

familiar with each other’s work, but they were both excited at the prospect of working with each

other. I remember it was a terrific moment watching the two of them meet and get to know each



other. The bonding took all of 24 seconds. Later they each told me privately how much they were

struck by how likeable the other was.”

Tricia Helfer recalls “When I heard Leelee was going to play Alberta I thought this was going to be

great.  She was fantastic, with an amazing energy. Though she is still young she has been in the

industry a long time and she is incredibly dedicated and professional. She is worldly but she

completely charmed me. Leelee is a fantastic actress with no egoism involved.”

For Leelee Sobieski the feeling was mutual. “Tricia is a lovely woman. I think there is a connection

tall women have with each other (both Sobieski and Helfer are nearly 6 feet tall) because we look

at the world from a similar height. For this film to work we both had to get certain key moments

right, especially moments of vulnerability for the two of us.  So we worked together, in such a giving

way, to be sure to achieve that with both of our characters’ different nuances. I really like the

relationship between the Alberta and Celene, and Tricia and I had a great chemistry together.”

Working with the cast was a delight for Cuffley, and he had nothing but praise for the contribution

he received from his leads.

“There are two types of directors who know what they want, those who are unyielding in taking

suggestions, and the other kind - and I believe I am one of these – those with a firm vision but who

are still hoping to be surprised. Leelee and I talked for hours about Alberta’s character. She

listened and came up with her own ideas and she was very directable. She delivered a remarkable

performance.”

As for Tricia Helfer, Cuffley said there was a natural stereotype that needed to be overcome.

“When most people heard that one of our co-leads was a former supermodel they seemed to get a

pre-conceived notion of what she would be like. Tricia Helfer was a complete breath of fresh air.

She was a delight to work with – prepared and precise and she found the tone of Celene and was

able to carry it throughout “Walk All Over Me,” which was no small feat.”

Cuffley was also thrilled at getting to direct one of Canada’s finest actors, Lothaire Bluteau, in a role

that was clearly against type. Cuffley recalls, “Lothaire kept on asking me – “Why did you cast me

in this role? You must be insane!” Later, about half way through the filming, I still had not fully

grasped his sense of humour when he looked up at me once and said “I have been thinking about

the script – either it is genius or it is a piece of shit – what do you think?”

Leelee Sobieski was pleased that role of Rene did not go to a beer-bellied, biker type, which what

many people who read the script envisioned. But then when she met and worked with Bluteau, her

appreciation rose even higher.

“Lothaire is awesome,” she said, adding “What a fabulous actor and what a great guy. I think he

had me laughing for the majority of the days we worked together. He has such a particular sense of

humour and it never got old, it just kept getting better and better. He is also such a generous and

tireless actor to work with. He really gives it his all and his 'all' is spectacular. This film is really an

ensemble and all of the actors were great to work with and so kind.”

Tricia Helfer found the entire experience of filming “Walk All Over Me” to be rewarding and was

more than pleased with director Robert Cuffley’s approach. “When you are working with a director

who knows his own material there is a deep understanding of it. Even though it was his own story

and even though the director is the boss, Robert made the film a collaborative effort - he listened



very well and surrounded himself with cast and crew he could listen to and respect. And from my

interpretation everyone felt that way, and this made the filming of “Walk All Over Me” one of the

best times I have had making a movie. There were no divas.”

Producer Carolyn McMaster, who also produced “Turning Paige,” Cuffley’s first feature film, has

long known his talents as a director. “Robert is attuned with his subject matter. He has a great

ability to work with cast; he has a great ability to visualize. He in no way is wishy washy – he is

decisive and he knows the performances he wants to see.”

“Walk All Over Me” began filming on March 30 in Winnipeg Manitoba, with some additional footage

shot in Vancouver. The production wrapped at the beginning of May and it has been a non-stop

effort in post production to get the film eligible for its inclusion in the 2007 Toronto International Film

Festival.

"Walk All Over Me” is produced by Calgary-based CHAOS a film company inc., in association

with Eagle Vision Inc. and Les Productions Colin Neale Inc.

The film stars multiple Golden Globe nominee Leelee Sobieski (“Joan of Arc”) and Tricia Helfer

(“Battlestar Galactica”) as Alberta and Celene, respectively. In addition, the feature stars Genie

Award winner Lothaire Bluteau (“Jesus of Montreal”) as Rene. Also featured in the cast are Genie

Award winner Jacob Tierney (“Twist”), Michael Eklund (“88 Minutes”), Michael Adamthwaite

(“Catch and Release”) and Ross McMillan (“The Saddest Music in the World”).

Robert Cuffley (“Turning Paige”) directs “Walk All Over Me”, from a script he wrote with Jason

Long. Carolyn McMaster is the producer of the feature.

McMaster (“Turning Paige”), Colin Neale (“Margaret’s Museum”) and Kyle Irving (“Capote”) are

the film’s executive producers. The director of photography is Norayr Kasper (“The Death and Life

of Nancy Eaton”), music composition is by Mike Shields (“100 Days in the Jungle”), with Ken

Filewych (“Ginger Snaps Back: The Beginning”) serving as the film’s editor and Patti Henderson

handling the costume design.

The project received support from Telefilm Canada, Manitoba Film and Sound, the Alberta Film

Development Program, Movie Central, CHUM Television and the Canadian Film or Video

Production Tax Credit. The feature will be released theatrically in Canada in 2008 by Capri Films,

with US distribution handled by IndustryWorks Distribution Inc.

###



WALK ALL OVER ME - CAST BIOGRAPHIES

LEELEE SOBIESKI – Alberta

Born in New York City 1n 1983, Leelee Sobieski was discovered by a
casting director who suggested she try acting after spotting her in a school
cafeteria. The following of this advice resulted in her landing starring roles
in the 1994 television movie “Reunion,” starring Marlo Thomas and Peter
Straus, and as the lead in “A Horse for Danny,” playing Robert Urich’s
niece. She followed this up with a role in the series “Charlie Grace,”
portraying Mark Harmon’s daughter.

Sobieski’s feature film debut was as Martin Short’s daughter in the Tim Allen comedy “Jungle 2
Jungle.” Shortly after she landed the role of Sarah Hotchner, opposite Elijah Wood in Mimi Leder’s
international blockbuster “Deep Impact.”

Her fluency in French helped cast her in James Ivory’s “A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries.” Soon
after she starred as the title character in Christian Duguay’s CBS mini-series “Joan of Arc,” in a
performance that saw her garner both Emmy and Golden Globe best actress nominations. She
also received a Golden Globe nomination for Best Performance by an Actress in a Mini-Series or a
Motion Picture Made for Television, for the NBC mini-series “Uprising,” directed by Jon Avnet.

Other significant roles for television include the French miniseries “Les Liaisons Dangereuses,”
which was filmed both in French and in English.

A breakout actress of her generation, Sobieski acted for legendary director Stanley Kubrick in his
final film, playing a young nymphet in “Eyes Wide Shut.”

Since then Sobieski has treated audiences to a variety of performances, including an orphaned
teenager in Daniel Sackheim’s thriller, “The Glass House,” as a misunderstood Goth chick in
director Christine Lahti’s “My First Mister” and as a terrorized teenager in John Dahl’s “Joy Ride.”

Sobieski has spent much of the last few years studying fine arts and literature at Brown University.

She most recently appeared with Nicolas Cage in Neil LaBute’s remake of “The Wicker Man.”
Additionally, she has filmed the Sony thriller “88 Minutes,” opposite Al Pacino and has also wrapped
the big-budget feature adaptation of the sword and sorcery video game “In the Name of the King: A
Dungeon Siege Tale.”

Also on the horizon is the independent feature “Heaven’s Fall,” with Timothy Hutton and David
Strathairn, “Lying,” with Chloe Sevigny, “In a Dark Place,” a modern adaptation of Henry James’ The
Turn of the Screw and the romantic-comedy “The Optimist.”



TRICIA HELFER – Celene

Tricia Helfer was born in Donalda, Alberta, Canada, where she was raised
on the family grain farm. She fell into modelling in high school when an
agent discovered her in the line up of the local movie theatre and sent her
to New York. There she won the “Ford Supermodel of the World Contest”
and began her career working for magazines such as Elle, Vogue and
Cosmopolitan.

Her campaigns include the likes of Ralph Lauren, Chanel, Giorgio Armani and she has graced the
catwalks of designers such as Versace, Dolce Gabbana, and Christian Dior, to name a few.

While modelling, Helfer also worked as a correspondent reporter for Canada’s “Ooh La La” Fashion
Television where she realized a passion for acting during an on-camera class. This prompted her
move to Los Angeles in 2002 where she quickly landed the role of Sarah in the two-hour premiere
of the Showtime series, “Jeremiah.” Helfer memorably guest starred as a model who tries to cut off
her own face on the hit series “C.S.I.: Crime Scene Investigation,” and in the lead role of ‘Eva’ in
the independent feature “White Rush.”

Helfer started 2003 off by starring in the miniseries “Battlestar Galactica,” where she played the
humanoid Cylon ‘Number Six’ and also portrayed Farrah Fawcett in “Behind the Camera: The
Unauthorized Story of Charlie’s Angels” on NBC. In 2004, Helfer reprised her role of ‘Number Six’
in the first season of “Battlestar Galactica.”

2005 was busy for Helfer as she filmed the lead role of ‘Stephanie Jacobs’ in the independent
feature “Mem(o)re” opposite Dennis Hopper, guest starred as Janis on “The Collector,” filmed the
mockumentary “The Green Chain,” acted in the independent feature “Spiral” as Sasha and reprised
Number Six for the second season of the critically acclaimed series “Battlestar Galactica.”

Starting off 2006, Helfer filmed the lead role in the independent feature “The Genius Club” before
heading into new territory, hosting and producing “Canada’s Next Top Model,” prior to filming the
third season of “Battlestar Galactica.” Helfer also played ‘General Kilian Qatar’ in the video game
“Command and Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars.”

Helfer began 2007 by guest staring as Molly McNamara on “Supernatural” and playing Naomi in a
new Fox pilot, “Them.” She is again reprising her infamous role as the seductive Number Six for
the fourth season of “Battlestar Galactica.”

LOTHAIRE BLUTEAU – Rene

Lothaire Bluteau was born in Montreal and is one of Canada's most highly respected and talented
actors, both in film and television and on the stage. Perhaps best known as Daniel in Denys
Arcand's "Jesus de Montreal," a performance that won him the Best Performance by a Leading
Actor Genie in 1990, he also has turned in remarkable and memorable performances as Father
Laforgue in Bruce Beresford's "The Black Robe" and as Pierre Lamontagne in Robert Lepage's "Le
Confessionnal," resulting in a second Genie nomination for Best Actor.

Bluteau began appearing in films in the early 1980s, and since then, his career has included a
roster of diverse projects for international cinema, television, and stage. On film he has  appeared
in supporting roles in "Orlando," "I Shot Andy Warhol" "Urbania" and in Agnieszka Holland's "Julie
Walking Home."



His riveting performance as the gay concentration camp inmate Horst, alongside Clive Owen and
Ian McKellen, in Sean Mathias' "Bent," is a fine example of Bluteau's diverse range and showcases
his ability to express emotion on screen. This role won Bluteau the Best Actor Award at the Gijón
International Film Festival.

On television Bluteau has appeared in the television movies "Dead Aviators," "On Thin Ice," "Shot
Through the Heart" and in the miniseries "Nostromo" and "Race to Mars." He has also guest-
starred in many television series, including "24," "Law & Order," "Oz" and "Miami Vice."

JACOB TIERNEY – Paul

Jacob Tierney has been working as a professional actor since the age of seven.  Among his film
credits are Billy Weber’s "Josh and S.A.M.," Terence Davies’ "The Neon Bible," Bob Hoskins’
"Rainbow," Paul Quinn’s "This is my Father," "Shimon Dotan’s "You Can Thank Me Later" and
Jerry Ciccoritti’s two films "The Life Before This" and "Blood."

In 1998 Tierney won a YTV Youth Achievement Award for Best Actor for CBC’s "Straight Up" and
guest starred on Showtime’s "The Hunger" and CBS’s "Touched by an Angel." He had a recurring
role on season II of "Slings and Arrows."

Tierney has written, directed and played in his short film "Dad," who received a second place prize
at the Atlantic and Austin Film Festival.  Tierney also directed and wrote "Twist," an adaptation of
Charles Dickens’ novel, and garnered 2 Genie nominations in 2005, including Best Adapted
Screenplay and Best Achievement in Music – Original Song, which he won. “Twist” was also
selected for the International Critic’s week in Venice and for the Toronto International Film Festival.

MICHAEL EKLUND – Aaron

Michael Eklund hails from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.  Although he had performed in the theatre in
school he originally set out to pursue a career as an artist attending the Alberta College of Art. He
moved to Vancouver to pursue his dream of becoming an actor.  Eklund’s passion for acting is
fuelled by a love for film and he has established himself as a valuable character actor not only in
film, but also in television.

Eklund recently shot “88 Minutes” with Al Pacino and starred in the feature film “The Entrance,”
which netted him the Best Actor award at the Pennsylvania Film Festival for his portrayal of a
conscienceless angst ridden drug dealer who is slated for death and his attempt to repay for his
sins. Eklund’s other film credits include “Bloodrayne 2,” “K9 PI,” “Deadly Visions” and the cult
favourite “House of the Dead.”  His television movie credits include leads in the critically acclaimed
10-part miniseries “Terminal City,” “8 Days to Live,” “The New Beachcombers Christmas,”
“Termination Point” and “Living With the Dead.”

He has guest starred on such episodic series as “Smallville,” “Traveler,” “The 4400,”  “Touching
Evil,” “Psych,” “Battlestar Gallactica,” “Cold Squad,” “Dead Like Me,” “Mysterious Ways” and
“DaVinci’s Inquest.”

Eklund recently wrapped his recurring role of Norman, on Lifetime’s “Bloodties,” a series based on
the best selling books of the same title written by Tanya Huff. He also plays Rene Desjardine, the
undercover narc in his co-starring role in the CBC series “Intelligence.” Other recent credits include
"Mearl" and "Earl" the mullet sporting caretaker for YTV's “ZIXX” which saw Eklund receive a Leo
Award nomination for his work, and a lead in “Alice I Think,” where he creates the character
“Marcus” a man/boy in his thirties who refuses to join the rest of society so he dates teenagers from
the local high school.



MICHAEL ADAMTHWAITE – Isaac

Michael Adamthwaite was born in North York, Toronto. He attended various schools across
Canada and some in England, as his father was a naval officer and the family was subject to
frequent moves. While in England Michael won the role of a streetwise bully in the BBC mini-series
"Little Lord Fauntleroy." He also participated in many community theatre shows in Victoria, where
he spent the bulk of his youth. After graduating and some travel, Michael landed a role in the Fort
Steele follies, a vaudeville production that took place in Fort Steele, British Columbia, at the
heritage townsite. During three months of rehearsal and showtime Adamthwaite deliberated over
acting as a career choice, and being that acting had always been there it seemed to be the next
logical step.

Adamthwaite moved to Vancouver in September of 2000 and began working, landing roles in film
and television productions. Since that time he has appeared in over 50 projects, including the
features "Spasm," "Walking Tall," "Catch and Release," "Eight Below," "Black Christmas," (as
Santa) and recently in "88 Minutes."

On the smaller screen some of the television movies he has appeared in include "Amber's Story,"
"Flight 93," "Lesser Evil" and "Dragon Boys." Among the numerous series Adamthwaite has acted
in include "Cold Squad," "Smallville," "X Men: Evolution," "Jeremiah," "Dead Like Me," "The
Collector," "The Dead Zone," "Blood Ties" and "Whistler."

ROSS McMILLAN – Spencer

Ross McMillan is probably best recognized for playing Mark McKinney’s older brother Roderick, in
Guy Maddin’s “The Saddest Music in the World,” which marked the third of Maddin’s films McMillan
has acted it, the others being “Twilight of the Ice Nymphs” and “Careful.” His role in “The Saddest
Music in the World” earned him a 2006 Blizzard Award (Manitoba Film Awards) for Best Supporting
Actor.

A native of Winnipeg, McMillan has also acted recently in Kari Skogland’s “The Stone Angel,”
adapted from the Margaret Laurence novel, “Lucid,” for director Sean Garrity, and “Elijah,” for
Academy Award nominee Paul Unwin. He also appeared in the second season of “Falcon Beach,”
directed by Bill Corcoran.

###



WALK ALL OVER ME - CREW BIOGRAPHIES

ROBERT CUFFLEY – Director, co-writer

Robert Cuffley was born in Calgary, where he currently resides, and he has also lived in
Vancouver. Films have always been a passion with him - he began making films on Super-8 while
in junior high school. His first foray documented the destruction of his brother’s Incredible Hulk doll
after dousing it with lighter fluid and setting it on fire.

Cuffley began studying film through night courses at the University of Calgary and graduated from
the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology’s Film Studies program. He then went on to take part
in the National Screen Institute’s Drama Prize program as well as the NSI’s Director’s Studio. His
first feature film was launched, as part of the inaugural year of the NSI's Features First program.

His directorial feature film debut, which he co-wrote with "Walk All Over Me" co-writer Jason Long,
was "Turning Paige," starring Nicholas Campbell, Katharine Isabelle and Brendan Fletcher. The
film was nominated for four Genie Awards and also won the Best Emerging Western Canadian
Director and the Best Canadian Screenplay Award at the Vancouver International Film Festival.
Cuffley also directed an episode of the award-winning, groundbreaking television series "DaVinci’s
Inquest."

In addition, Cuffley has directed dozens of music videos for Huevos Rancheros, Bob’s Your Uncle,
Tariq and Veda Hille, to list a few. His accolades include winning at the MuchMusic Video Awards
and garnering the Best Music Video at the Alberta Film and Television Awards. He also won the
Alberta Film and Television Award for Best Director for his work on “Turning Paige.”

Cuffley’s short films include the award-winning "Eyes For You" (Local Heroes International Film
Festival), "Game Seven," which he produced (Toronto Short Film Festival and winner at the
Chicago International Film Festival) and "Soother" (Local Heroes International Film Festival). His
one-hour documentary "Barrage: A Musical Invasion of Europe" has aired nationally on the CBC
and on PBS.

JASON LONG – Co-writer

Jason Long graduated from The National Theatre School Of Canada’s Playwriting Program in
1999, and also spent, in his own words, “two forgettable years in the early 90’s ditching his
film/screenwriting classes at York University in favour of matinees at the Cumberland, Carleton,
and many other of Toronto’s fine cinema facilities.”

Long is an award-winning playwright whose plays include “Grrl Trubble,” “Caffeinated,” “Trance
Canada" and "Offensive Fouls."

He and Robert Cuffley wrote "Turning Paige," Cuffley's feature directorial debut, which garnered
four Genie Awards. The two have written a third screenplay which Cuffley intends to direct in the
near future for CHAOS a film company. Previously the tandem also wrote the Short "Soother."

A script anaylst for Telefilm Canada, Movie Central and the Shaw Rocket Fund, Long also teaches
screenwriting courses and holds workshops for both the Calgary Society of Independent
Filmmakers and at the University of Calgary NUTV Film School Writer-Director Workshop.

Long is also currently developing a one-act play entitled "The Zen Room," a full length play entitled
"Gratuity" and a full length play for young audiences, "The Daily Mischief." For film he has four
features in various stages of development.

The writer currently lives in Calgary, where he has lived most of his life, having moved there from
his birthplace of Medicine Hat, Alberta at the age of two.



CAROLYN McMASTER – Producer / Executive Producer

Prior to her involvement in the start up of CHAOS a film company, McMaster was the co-founder
and President of Post Place Ltd., Calgary’s first fully digital post-production facility. She has
produced and directed documentaries around the world. “Kuwait the Aftermath” - PBS,  “Sounds of
Belfast” for Finley Productions, “Ghost Whales of Lancaster Sound” - CTV, “Manon Rheume:
Woman Behind the Mask” – WTN, “Pay Dirt: Making the Unconventional Conventional” and
“Alberta’s Oil Sands: Centuries in the Making,” – CBC News World, which chronicles the past,
present and future of Canada's booming oil industry.

In the late nineties CHAOS a film company was established by Director, Robert Cuffley and
Carolyn McMaster. As President of CHAOS her responsibilities encompass overseeing daily
operations, creating, developing and producing film and television projects, from concept stage to
delivery. She is well versed in all aspects of production and is skilled at identifying exceptional
projects as well as producing vertically integrated, cross-platform content in a variety of subject
areas and genres. McMaster also acted as Producer of the feature film “Turning Paige”. The film
was nominated for four Genie Awards and also won the Best Emerging Western Canadian Director
and the Best Canadian Screenplay Award at the Vancouver International Film Festival.

McMaster was born in Toronto and currently resides in Calgary. She is an award-winning film,
television, and multi-media producer. She is a recipient of an Emmy Award for her work in the
Lillehammer Winter Olympics for CBS Sports and was a guest panellist at the 2002 Cleveland Film
Festival Midwest Independent Filmmakers Conference and a panellist on Heritage Canada's
Inaugural Trade Routes training Event in 2003.

COLIN NEALE – Executive Producer

Colin Neale has worked in the film and television industry for over thirty-five years.

Since 1998, he has operated his own production company, developing new feature films,
documentary and television projects. Neale recently completed shooting  “Prom Wars,” a feature
and two multi-part series for the Independent Film Channel (US), “The Festival” and “The
Business.” Neale also executive produced Robert Cuffley’s first feature “Turning Paige,” which
received four Genie nominations.” Recent productions include; “The Geometry of Love,” “One
Love,” “The Mermaid’s Club” and “Windows to Heaven. Other notable productions include “Manon
Rheaume: Woman Behind The Mask,” and the 26-episode youth series “Radio Active,” the
miniseries “Big Bear,” “The Edge” and the feature film “Kayla.”

Prior to this, at the National Film Board of Canada (1986 – 1993) Neale held a number of senior
management positions and was the executive producer and/or producer of some of the most
acclaimed NFB feature films, docudramas and documentaries.

Additional credits for Neale include the international award winning miniseries “The Boys of St.
Vincent” and “The Company of Strangers,” directed by Academy Award winner Cynthia Scott, the
NFB co-production “Princes in Exile,” which was named Best Television Film at the Monte Carlo
Television festival, and the 1992 Oscar nominated and Genie winning short documentary “The
Colours of My Father: A Portrait of Sam Borenstein.”

Neale is presently developing a number of feature films including “Adam’s Wall” and “Rockbound.”
Several documentary projects are also in development, including “Navigating the Peace,” and a
television series based on the writing of Margaret Visser.



KYLE IRVING – Executive Producer

As Vice President of Production at Winnipeg-based Eagle Vision Inc., Kyle Irving is an award-
winning producer who oversees the development, production, sales and distribution of television
and film products for the company, as well as for Meeches Video Productions and Century Street
Distribution.

Irving was one of the producers of the feature "Capote," which was critically acclaimed around the
world, landing on countless top-10 lists for 2006 and garnering several accolades including five
Academy Awards and BAFTA Awards, with an Oscar going to the film's star, Philip Seymour
Hoffmann.

Recently Irving has produced a number of one-hour documentaries in Manitoba, dealing with the
aboriginal people of that province, including "The Spirit of Norway House," "Where Three Rivers
Meet" and "Celebrate: the Music of Our People," which he also directed. Irving also lent his
directing talents to two episodes of the long running half-hour series "The Sharing Circle.”

Irving is also producing Marshall Lewy’s comedy feature “Blue State,” starring and also produced
by Academy Award winner Anna Paquin.

NORAYR KASPER – Director of Photography

Norayr Kasper has been working as a cinematographer since 1992, when he first shot Atom
Egoyan's low-budget feature "Calendar." He has been nominated twice for a Canadian Society of
Cinematographers' Award, for Best Cinematography in TV Drama in 2005, for "The Death and Life
of Nancy Eaton," and in the same category in 2007, for "Booky Makes Her Mark." For his work on
"The Death and Life of Nancy Eaton" Kasper also received a Gemini nomination in 2005, for Best
Photography in a Dramatic Program or Series.

Other features Kasper has been the cinematographer on include Jerry Ciccoritti's "The Life Before
This," the John Turturro comedy "Two Thousand and None," and Rod Priddy's "Time of the Wolf."

For television Kasper was the director of photography on the 2002 award-winning miniseries
"Trudeau," as well as the recent miniseries "St. Urbain's Horsemen" and "Race to Mars." He also
was the cinematographer on John Fawcett's recent television movie "The Last Exit" and on John
Badham's small-screen feature "The Last Debate."

TAAVO SOODOR – Production Designer

Taavo Soodor earned Genie nominations for Best Achievement in Art Direction for Jeremy
Podeswa's "The Five Senses" (1999), Thom Fitzgerald's "The Hanging Garden" (1997) and John
Fawcett's "The Boy's Club" (1996). As well he received a Gemini nomination in 2001 for Best
Production Design or Art Direction in a Dramatic Program or Series for John Gray's television
drama "Haven." He designed for the features "The Big Hit," produced by John Woo and starring
Mark Wahlberg, Roger Spottiswoode's "Spinning Boris," the multi-award winning feature "Owning
Mahowny," starring Philip Seymour Hoffman, "Narc," starring Ray Liotta and the festival favourite
"Aurora Borealis."

He has served as Production Designer for the television movies "In God's Country," "Open House,"
"A Very Married Christmas," "Blessings," "The Big Heist," starring Donald Sutherland, and the
A&E/BBC remake of F Scott Fitzgerald's “The Great Gatsby,” starring Mira Sorvino; Craig Zadan
and Neil Meron's "Flowers for Algernon" for CBS; ABC's "Trump Unauthorized" and "Labor of
Love," USA Network's "Silent Echoes," the pilot "Total Recall 2070" and Turner Broadcasting's
"Anatomy of Love."



KEN FILEWYCH – Editor

Ken Filewych has 13 years of experience editing dramatic films, documentaries, television series,
music videos, commercials, lifestyle programs, news features and sporting events.  His work has
appeared in numerous festivals, including: CBC Hot Docs Festival, Prairie Tales, the Toronto
International Film Festival and international film festivals in Manchester, Moscow, Chicago,
Calgary, Whistler, Edmonton and Huston, to name a few. His work has appeared on many
channels including, Movie Central, TLC USA, Discovery Canada, CTV, the CBC, Space Channel,
Bravo, CMT, CNN, Food Network, Much Music, TSN and Sportsnet.

Along with his drama and television credits Filewych has edited hundreds of commercials for
clients as diverse as the Progressive Conservative Party of Canada, TELUS, the United Way, Ford,
Subway, Western Canada Lotteries Corporation, Travelodge, Bayer, The Edmonton Journal,
Subway, The Los Angeles County Fair, The Government of Alberta and CN Rail, to name but a
few.

Other productions Filewych has edited include the feature “Ginger Snaps Back” the Beginning,” the
Joni Mitchell music special, “The Fiddle and the Drum,” the feature documentary “God Only Knows
– Same Sex Marriage” and “Barrage – Live in Europe,” another feature documentary.

Besides editing, Filewych has also directed television commercials, live sporting events and was a
second unit director on “Ginger Snaps Back: the Beginning.”

He sits on the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology’s Film Program advisory board and teaches
editing workshops at the Calgary Society of Independent Filmmakers. Filewych has been a
featured guest speaker at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT), the Victoria School
for the Performing Arts, the Motion Picture Fine Arts Program at Red Deer College and at the
Alberta Motion Picture Industries Association’s HD Seminar.

MIKE SHIELDS – Original Music by

Mike Shields is a composer/singer/songwriter from Calgary, Alberta.  He has been an active
musician since starting classical piano at age 5. Shields released "Grace Motel," his debut CD 1n
1995. Two singles did well on the national charts and his award winning videos aired on CMT and
MuchMusic, as well as the Country Beat on CBC. His next album "Stranger than Fiction" was
released across the country in August of 1999 and a television documentary was released late in
2000.

Since the release of his second CD Shields started Jet Music Inc. and became the music director
for Sync Spot Digital Audio Post in Calgary. Recently he has opened Jet Music Canada and
become a partner in SoundProof - a commercial music company - in Toronto.

Since the release of his last record, the film bug has bitten hard and Shields has been scoring
many feature film scores, television programs, and commercials - and winning several awards
along the way, including a Gemini for Best Original Music Score for a Program or Mini-Series, for
"100 Days in the Jungle."

Features he has scored include John Fawcett’s “Ginger Snaps,” "Two Brothers, A Girl & A Gun",
and Robert Cuffley's debut film, "Turning Paige," which resulted in Shields receiving a Best Song
Genie nomination. He has also scored Susan Cardinal's one-hour documentary "Dream Makers,"
numerous short films including "Half Nelson," an award winning film by for the Canadian Film
Centre, Allan Beleyea’s “Injustice” and “B.A.T.U.S.” - a film for the British Army.

Shield's television work includes "From The Hip,” CTV’s documentary, “Running on Empty,” “David
Suzuki’s World,” the CTV television movie "Crazy Canucks," and six episodes of the new series
"Final 24."



PATTI HENDERSON – Costume Designer

Patti Henderson was born in Winnipeg and was raised working in a Ford Tractor Dealership.  She
had always wanted to study fashion design but it was not until years later, as a single parent of two
young boys that she gave up on accounting, which she had been making a livelihood at, and
started her own home-based business sewing for other people.

In 1998 she met a costumer working in the Winnipeg film industry, which was desperate for more
members in the wardrobe department. She was hired first as a truck costumer on the television
series "The Adventures of Shirley Holmes," basically receiving all of her training on the job. But that
did it - Henderson was hooked on working in the film industry.

Over the last nine years she moved her way up through the ranks of Set Supervisor, Personal
Dresser and Assistant Costume Designer.  Her first costume designing job was for the Anna
Paquin feature, "Blue State." She has since been the lead costume designer for two television
Movies, "Christmas Wish" and "A Family Lost," and she is currently working on the Lifetime
miniseries "Chasing the Devil."

Among the features Henderson was an assistant costume designer on were the Academy Award
winning "Capote," Brad Fraser's "Leaving Metropolis," Gary Yate's "Seven Times Lucky" and "The
Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford," starring Brad Pitt. Television projects
she has worked on in the same capacity include Patricia Rozema's pilot "sexLIFE" for HBO, the
CBC television movie "A Bear Named Winnie" and "The Shields Stories," a six-part, half-hour
series which received a Best Costume Gemini nomination in 2004.
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